October 28, 2011 Scouting Report – Coldest Week of Fall Yet: Earthworms Everywhere, Skunk
Damage, Rust, and Tim likes Morton Arboretum’s 41,000 Species
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - e DSettle@cdga.org Blog www.cdgaturf.org
We just survived our first real chilly week of fall (Sunshine Course: 3 of 7 nights below 32˚ F).
Most of what I now hear is that final golf course projects are complete or are in the home stretch.
No more pest issues are being reported as cool nighttime temperatures are in control. This time
of year we’ve concluded and are summarizing all studies on dollar spot and brown patch –
creeping bentgrass is highly susceptible to both. It would prove to be our second stellar year of
fungicide research and, as it turns out, a combination of heat and humidity is ideal for numerous
plant pathogenic fungi (aka summers 2010 and 2011). Thankfully summer is a distant memory
now. In November we’ll continue a new North Central Region fertility trial and we’ll finish a

Off. It was a cloudy day when Chris Painter and Niki Munroe shut off irrigation. Settle 10-25-11
study with Dr. Bruce Branham and Bill Sharp that sought a new way to remove Poa annua
without harming bentgrass in fairways. Meantime our superintendent Chris Painter shut down
the irrigation system, other courses will follow. My scouting brought me close to animals this
week? I saw an amazing amount of earthworms on fairways and more skunk damage on a rough
in search of white grubs. Freezing temperatures and snow should be about a month away, but
today a headline shared on Twitter said, “Major October Snowstorm Targets Northeast”. Uh Oh.
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Diagnostic Update: Scouting for snow mold/Microdochium patch
Admittedly this time of year we have ideal growing conditions for cool-season turf and few
concerns, yet we still scout. This time of year we shift our focus to things like Microdochium
patch (aka pink snow mold). Caused by M. nivale, this plant pathogenic fungus does not require
snow cover and instead Microdochium patch just needs an extended wet period with cool
temperatures. Chicago has plenty of that! Our recent highs, temperatures less than 60˚ F, plus
rain should’ve meant ideal conditions for Microdochium, but this week I did not see the disease.
Instead, I saw ANIMALS… signs of white grubs
About two weeks ago an area on Sunshine Course had suffered minor injury due to animal
digging. Well, they were back and this time the effects were a little more obvious. Most likely
the culprits were skunks in search of white grubs that feed on roots. I even found one – a grub.

Earthworms. Until fairly recently I had not heard of, nor had seen much earthworm activity. It’s
been an odd growing season in more ways than one! This week we saw a great deal of activity
as measured by presence of aboveground earthworm casts. On a bentgrass fairway this week all
I could say was, “Wow!” So, what to do? Because earthworms provide substantial benefit to
soil compositoin and structure we need to use common sense. One method is just to delay
maintenance activities beyond early morning and then no trouble occurs – dry, the little mounds
of soil break up easily. More recently a natural method to dissuade earthworm activity has come
to light. Within the past decade as sand topdressing has expanded to surfaces other than just golf
greens. Today, fairway approaches are commonly topdressed with sand on regular intervals to
reduce the potential for compaction from concentrated foot traffic. This creates a more ideal
rootzone by increasing drainage and associated oxygen levels. Increasingly sand topdressing has
expanded to entire fairways and we now know sand topdressing has additional benefits beyond
just improving the rootzone or just diluting organic matter. – it also reduces earthworm activity
and most recently, heavy sand topdressing has been shown to suppress dollar spot in fairways.
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Tim Sibicky, MS – TSibicky@cdga.org Manager of Turfgrass Research
Morton Arboretum – Chicagoland Superintendents Learn Arboriculture
The Chicagoland Association of Golf Course Superintendents’ most recent monthly meeting was
held this past week at Morton Arboretum in Lisle, IL guided by the Arboretum Director of
Collections, Kris Bachtell. Kris has an impressive location for teaching as the arboretum is a
1,700 acre site consisting of approximately 3,500 taxa and more than 41,000 different species!
We learned what makes the arboretum special is a rigorous documentation process for all plant
specimens including the exact latitude and longitude coordinates where each plant was collected.
Morton Arboretum is also a site with a long standing history that dates back to the early 1920’s
upon its establishment by Joy Morton, founder of Morton Salt Company. Many of the original
trees planted remain included in the collections. One thing that I found interesting was that Joy
Morton’s father, J. Sterling Morton, was the original founder of Arbor Day.
During the tour of the grounds, we were able to learn the importance of early tree care, whether
working with balled and burlapped or smaller nursery grown container trees. Surveying the
roots was stressed heavily as it determines future care or whether the plant should be rejected
altogether. Examples of what can be learned when surveying the roots could range from
determining the correct planting depth, identifying if the roots have been disturbed on several
occasions when transplanting, or most importantly identifying the presence of potential stem
girdling roots that could effectively kill the tree years down the road (if not corrected early
enough). In contrast to the below ground aspect, when purchasing trees it is also important to
ensure that the tree has a good aboveground structure. Ideally trees should have a good central
leader stem without any competing branches of a diameter exceeding one-third the stem size as
this could eventually threaten to take over the desired form.

Kris Bachtell showed us a demonstration tree where the soil was washed away and the roots had
been painted white for visibility. Still, the tree has been able to hold many of its leaves as
functioning roots outside the excavated area are able to compensate. Settle 10-26-11
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Another topic that generated much concern amongst superintendents was the control and
management of Emerald Ash Borer. EAB happens to be the most destructive forest insect to
invade North America based on the number of trees killed as well as the overall economic impact
and cost. It is an invasive pest with the nearest epicenter to Chicago thought to be close to St.
Charles, IL. Currently, there are three chemical strategies available that include Merit (root
drench), Safari (bark applied), and Triage (injection). Biocontrols are in their early stages of
investigation. To determine the possibilities of biocontrol insects, researchers have traveled to
china where EAB is a native insect and not pandemic. There they studied its natural predators
and so far three different types of parasitoid wasps of EAB have been determined. The Oobius is
wasp targets the eggs, the Tetrastichus wasp targets 3rd instars and the Spathius wasp targets the
pre-pupae stage. Releases for all three wasps have occurred across several of the Great Lakes
states including Michigan, Minnesota, Indiana, Ohio and Illinois. (EAB Information Network)
Currently, there does not appear to be any findings of genetic resistance within ash tree species,
but green ash seems to be preferred by EAB due to a thicker deeper furrowed bark.

A green ash tree in decline due to Emerald Ash Borer at a Chicago golf course. Signs of EAB:
woodpeckers expose white wood as they remove bark while feeding (close up). Settle 6-30-11
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Final Images. Chicagoland Assoc. of Golf Course Superintendents visit Morton Arboretum

As I stepped foot on Morton Arboretum a cold, dark, damp, day became colorful. Settle 10-26-11

Fall color of bottlebrush buckeye, Aesculus parviflora, at Morton Arboretum. Settle 10-26-11
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Hybrid elm ‘Accolade’ was selected at Morton Arboretum for its resistance to dutch elm disease.
‘Accolade’ is an Asian x European elm cross (Ulmus japonica x U. wilsonian). Settle 10-26-11

Our leader. Kris Bachtell gave an excellent tour/education of Morton Arboretum. Settle 10-26-11
Website weekly blogs: Weather, Research, Diagnostics – www.cdgaturf.org
Derek and Tim plus Chris and Niki, The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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